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Abstract
Sapphire is a widely used material for optical, electronic and semiconductor applications due to
its excellent optical properties and very high durability. Optical and mechanical properties of
sapphire depend on many factors such as the starting materials that are used to grow crystals,
methods to grow sapphire crystals, etc. Demand for highest purity and quality of sapphire crystals
increased ten fold for the last several years due to new applications for this material.
In this work we studied the effect of starting materials and crystal growth methods on the optical
and mechanical properties of sapphire, especially concentrating on the effect of hydrogen on the
properties of sapphire.
It was found that the infrared (IR) absorption which is traditionally used to measure the hydrogen
content in sapphire crystals cannot be reliably used and the data obtained by this method
provides a much lower hydrogen concentration than actual. We have shown for the first time that
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance techniques can be successfully used to determine hydrogen
concentration in sapphire crystals.
We have shown that hydrogen concentration in sapphire can reach thousands of ppm if these
crystals are grown from Verneuil starting material or aluminum oxide powder. Alternatively, the
hydrogen concentration is very low if sapphire crystals are grown from High Purity Densified
®
®
Alumina (HPDA ) as a starting material. HPDA is produced by EMT, Inc through their
proprietary patented technology.
It was found that optical and mechanical properties of sapphire crystals grown using EMT HPDA
starting material are much better than those sapphire crystals grown using a starting material of
Verneuil crystals or aluminum oxide powder.

®
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Introduction
Sapphire market
Un-doped sapphire or single crystal aluminum oxide has long been known to be an excellent
material for optical and laser application [1-3]. Recently, sapphire found its application in nuclei
technology and X-ray radiometry and doped sapphire is a likely material to be used as optical
storage media [4]. Demand for un- doped sapphire increased tens fold recently due to its
application in production of blue LED devices. In this application, sapphire is the best and the
most economical substrate to deposit GaN based compound, the material that produces blue light
in LED devices [5]. Another rapidly growing application for sapphire crystals is “silicon on
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sapphire” to be used in integrated circuit manufacturing for mobile handsets [6]. Sapphire also is
a prominent material to be used as transparent armor [7] due to its high durability and strength.
Estimates have shown that sapphire industry will grow from a “cottage industry” in 2000 to a $400
million industry by 2012[8].
Starting Materials
Common knowledge has been that higher purity will yield greater and more consistent properties
of sapphire crystals. The best way to control the purity of sapphire had been to control the purity
of the starting material. However, the control of the starting or “raw” material used to make
sapphire has been limited. Traditionally, the raw material of choice has been the “by-product” of
the “flame fusion” or Verneuil process typically called “crackles” [9]. This process involves
oxygen-hydrogen flame, causing the possibility of contamination by hydrogen in grown crystals.
An alternative starting material has been the aluminum oxide powder itself. However, while
starting with a powder yields a reasonable quality crystal, the effort and reasonably poor size of
the crystals make this process un-economical. Also, it is well known that aluminum oxide powder
is a very hydroscopic material and is possible to absorb a very large quantity of water.
Emerging Material Technologies, Inc (EMT) has developed and patented a method for the
preparation of raw material in which alumina powder goes through high temperature
(> 10, 000 0C) plasma in which it melts with the following crystallization into a densified product.
In this process, no hydrogen is used and the traces of water that might come from the starting
aluminum oxide powder is simply vaporized together with other impurities. This allows for
®
production of High Purity Densified Alumina (EMT HPDA ) with the purity of >99.999% and free
of hydrogen impurities.
Measurement Techniques
Several analytical techniques have been developed in the past that are able to measure
impurities level in sapphire to ppm limits [10,11]. The most commonly used method is Glow
Discharge Mass Spectrometry (GDMS) with resolution of up to 0.01 ppm for most elements of
periodic table, excluding certain elements such as: hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen. Hydrogen
concentration has been measured using traditional IR absorption methods [12]. This method
works well for materials such as fused silica. Hydrogen concentration in fused silica ranges from
several ppm to several thousand ppm which can easily and reliably be detected by IR absorption
method.
One would expect that Verneuil grown sapphire would have very high hydrogen concentration
due to the growth process that evolves hydrogen-oxygen flame. But surprisingly it was reported
by many researchers that hydrogen concentration in Verneuil grown sapphire measured by
method of IR absorption reaches only couple of ppm [13,14]. The same low level of hydrogen
concentration was also found in the naturally formed corundum crystals if measured using the
same method of IR absorption [15].
The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) method has been known for a long time but was only
recently successfully applied to measure low concentration of hydrogen in nominally anhydrous
minerals [16]. We applied the NMR method for the first time, together with the traditional IR
absorption method to sapphire crystals grown by different growth techniques and utilizing
different starting materials {17].
Test Plan
Sapphire samples for measurements were produced using sapphire crystals grown by
Czchokraski process (Cz), Edge Defined Method (EFG), Kyropoulos (Kyr) and Heat Exchange
Method (HEM) utilizing different raw materials: Verneuil crystals (Ver), alumina powder and High
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®

Purity Densified Alumina (EMT HPDA ).
The level of impurities in all samples was determined using the GDMS and NMR methods.
Transmission and absorption were measured in all samples over the range of 200 nm up to 7000
nm on the polished samples with the thickness of 10 mm [17]
Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured at room and 77K temperatures and were
excited using radiation of various laser sources with excitation wavelengths of 473 and 532 nm.
The density of radiation power was in the limits of 0.05-0.4 Wt/cm2.
Flexure strength measurements were done at room temperature for sapphire crystals using 4point bending as it described in [18].
It was found that hydrogen plays a significant role in controlling optical and mechanical properties
of sapphire: the lower hydrogen content the better all characteristics of sapphire crystals.

Results and discussions
Impurity measurement results
Results of impurity concentration measurements, including hydrogen, are presented in Table 1. A
detailed description of the NMR methods and hydrogen concentration measurements are
presented in our previous paper [ 17]
As can be seen from this table starting materials and grown crystals demonstrate very low
impurities concentration for all elements except hydrogen. Total impurity concentration not
considering hydrogen measured only couple of ppm in all measured samples. In contrast,
hydrogen concentration in Verneuil crystals, alumina powder and corresponding sapphire crystals
grown from these starting materials show very large hydrogen concentration reaching thousands
of ppm when measured using the NMR method. One can see that hydrogen concentration
measured on the same samples but using method of IR absorption show very low hydrogen
concentration. This is in agreement with previously reported results for hydrogen content in
sapphire crystals measured by the same method of IR absorption [13-15]. The NMR method
should be considered as a direct method to measure the quantity of hydrogen protons regardless
of the position that the hydrogen atom can occupy in aluminum oxide lattice. In contrast, the IR
absorption method can be considered as an indirect method to measure hydrogen content since
it only measures the concentration of OH bonds, from which the hydrogen content is calculated.
There are other ways, such as interstitial sites, complicated point defects, etc which may be an
important means of incorporating the hydrogen in sapphire. IR absorption is probably not an
appropriate method for aluminum oxide (sapphire) to determine real hydrogen concentration and
more reliable results are obtained using the NMR method or any other direct methods. Similar
large discrepancies were observed [19] during measurements of hydrogen content in crystalline
quartz using IR absorption method and ion beam spectrochemical analyzer. They discovered that
hydrogen concentration was orders of magnitude higher if measured by the direct method of ion
beam spectro chemical analyzer compared to the indirect IR absorption method.
®

The Hydrogen concentration in EMT HPDA starting material is orders of magnitude lower than
the alumina powder and Verneuil starting materials (see Table 1), using the NMR measurement
®
technique. Similarly, the crystals grown from EMT HPDA starting material also have significantly
lower hydrogen concentration.
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Table 1.
Impurity content of the sapphire samples measured by GDMS, IR and NMR methods

Sample
Na
Mg
Si
K
Ca
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Total
H2 by
IR
H2 by
NMR

Alumina
powder
ppm
4
2
5
2
3
<0.1
<0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.05
0.4
16.9

Verneuil
crystals
ppm
<0.05
0.1
<0.5
0.5
0.1
<0.1
<0.04
<0.05
0.02
<0.05
0.2
0.1
0.3
1.5

EMT
®
HPDA
ppm
<0.05
<0.05
<0.5
0.1
0.2
<0.1
<0.04
<0.05
0.2
<0.05
<0.1
0.1
<0.2
0.6

CZ
Verneuil
ppm
1
0.5
<0.5
0.5
0.9
<0.1
<0.04
0.07
1
<0.05
0.5
1
1
6.7

CZ
®
HPDA
ppm
<0.05
0.2
<0.5
<0.05
0.6
<0.1
0.7
<0.05
2
<0.05
0.3
0.2
0.9
4.9

Kyr
Verneuil
ppm
<0.05
0.1
<0.5
<0.05
0.6
<0.1
<0.04
<0.05
1
<0.05
0.2
1
<0.2
2.9

Kyr
®
HPDA
ppm
<0.05
<0.05
<0.5
<0.05
0.5
<0.1
<0.04
<0.05
0.09
<0.05
<0.1
0.3
<0.2
0.89

HEM
Verneuil
ppm
<0.05
0.1
<0.5
<0.05
0.8
<0.1
<0.04
<0.05
1
<0.05
0.3
1
0.7
3.9

HEM
®
HPDA
ppm
<0.05
<0.05
<0.5
<0.05
0.6
<0.1
<0.04
<0.05
0.02
<0.05
<0.1
0.3
0.5
1.42

N/A

2.3

N/A

<0.2

0.3

<0.2

<0.2

12

<0.2

97000

1100

23

2560

243

635

355

807

410

Optical properties measurement results
IR transmission was measured on the highly polished samples with thickness of 10 mm in range
of 2000- 7000 nm.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 there is a significant variation in transmission for sapphire samples
cut from different parts of the crystal boule if the starting material is crackles produced by Verneuil
method. This variation in transmission can reach up to 10% -20% especially in far infrared range
(Fig. 2 B), which can be problematic for the end use application.
In contrast, transmission for sapphire samples grown by the same method but grown using EMT
®
HPDA starting material show very high (up to 96% see Fig. 1) transmission and very high
uniformity all over the crystal (Fig.2 A). Similar observations were made in all groups of crystals
grown by different methods.
Sapphire crystals grown from Verneuil starting material or aluminum oxide powder demonstrate
®
very significant variation in transmission all over the crystal. Crystals grown using EMT HPDA
®
starting material exhibit no observed variation. Additionally, crystals grown from EMT HPDA
starting material always demonstrated higher transmission compared to crystals grown utilizing
Verneuil crackles or alumina powder.
The precise physical mechanism by which absorption in IR range occurs is not completely
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understood. It is known [20] that impurities might produce absorption in sapphire crystals leading
to decrease in transmission in IR range. Comparing trace element concentrations in sapphire

Fig.1 IR transmission sapphire crystals grown by CZ method
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1,2,3 Verneuil starting material, samples cut from different parts
of the crystal, 4 - EMT HPDA® starting material

Fig. 2 IR transmission of sapphire crystals grown by Kyropoulos method
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A - EMT HPDA® starting material, B - Verneuil starting material
1, 2, 4 - samples cut from different parts of the crystal
3- Transmission of crystal produced by Verneuil process
crystals grown by different methods and utilizing different starting materials (Table 1) one might
conclude that there is only one significant difference in impurity concentration- hydrogen
concentration measured by NMR method. The difference in hydrogen concentration in sapphire
crystals and starting materials can reach orders of magnitude. The lowest hydrogen concentration
®
is in EMT HPDA starting material (around 20-30 ppm) and sapphire crystals grown from EMT
®
HPDA starting material. In Verneuil crystals and sapphire crystals grown from Verneuil starting
material hydrogen concentration is reaching thousands of ppm. It is unclear how hydrogen might
affect the transmission properties of sapphire and more investigation is required.
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We also studied the UV transmission (from 200 nm) in all selected samples (fig 3). It’s known [21]
that absorption in UV range can be caused by impurities and structural defects. As can be seen
from the transmission data there is not a significant absorption in any of the samples regardless
of starting material, confirming that the impurity level (except hydrogen) is very low in all
®
samples. However, the transmission in sapphire crystals grown from EMT HPDA starting
material is higher and more uniform than from crystals grown from Verneuil crackles or alumina
powder.
Once again, we would like to emphasize that only hydrogen concentration is significantly different
in these groups of crystals.

UV transmission sapphire crystals grown by Cz method
1, 2, 3 Vernuil starting material, samples cut from different parts of the crystal
®
4- EMT HPDA starting material
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Luminescence properties measurement results
The room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the studied samples are located in 600
- 850 nm wavelengths interval with two peaks if exciting at λex = 473 and 532 nm (Fig. 4).Detailed
description of samples preparation and experimental procedure are given in our previous paper
[22] The red wide band (RWB) with the maximum at λm ≈ 725 nm is the most intense (RWI integral intensity of this band) at these excitations. Besides mentioned wide band, a narrow line is
observed at λm ~ 694 nm for the majority of samples. We concluded that observed narrow line is
4
A 2 radiation transition in Cr3+ ions that replace Al3+ ions in sapphire lattice [22].
caused by 2E
The origin of the RWB emission is under the question. The RWI intensity of RWB depends on
growth methods and starting materials. RWB intensity is lower for crystals grown by low
temperature gradient methods such as Kyropoulos and HEM compare to large temperature
gradient methods such as Cz and EFG. But for any particular method, the lowest value of RWB
have been found out in the crystals grown using EMT HPDA® materials (Fig 5). The only
significant difference between different starting materials is hydrogen concentration (table 1).
There is not sufficient information to discuss in detail the physical mechanisms of hydrogen
influence on PL properties of un doped sapphire crystals as the nature of RWB luminescence is
not clarified yet. There is definite correlation between concentration of hydrogen and content of
anionic vacancies which reveal in increasing of PL intensity of F and F2 color centers in crystals
containing high level of hydrogen, but these observations are insufficient. However, hydrogen
definitely plays significant role in RWB luminescence.
This type of luminescence was observed in LED devices, reducing efficiency of such devices [23,
24] and probably could be significantly or completely eliminated in sapphire substrates do not
have hydrogen in their structure.
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Fig. 4 Room temperature PL spectra sapphire crystals grown by Kyropoulos method
®
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1 -EMT HPDA starting material, 2- sapphire crystal grown from EMT HPDA starting material
3- Verneuil starting material, 4- sapphire crystal grown from Verneuil starting material
λex = 473 nm
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Fig. 5. Dependence of Red luminescence on starting materials and methods to
grow sapphire crystals
EMT HPDA® starting material
Verneuil starting material

Mechanical properties measurement results
Room temperature flexure strength of sapphire crystals was measured using 4-points method as
it described in [18]. Specimens with dimensions 3.5 x 5 x 50 mm were oriented according to
three(C, A and M) crystallographic axes of sapphire crystal with accuracy of +/- 0.5 degree. All
specimens were fine ground finished and annealed at 1950 oC in vacuum for 2 hours in order to
reduce stresses produced by mechanical grinding. We used 4-5 samples of each type orientation
to measure flexure strength..
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All samples were cut from crystals grown by Kyropoulos method with Verneuil and EMT HPDA®
starting materials. Results are presented in Table 2.
There is correlation between flexure strength and crystallographic orientation in all studied
sapphire crystals. Flexure strength has the highest value for the group I (table 2) when C axes is
located along the longest side of the specimens. These data is in a good agreement with the
results obtained by [25]. This type of specimens has shown the largest (up to 40%)
enhancements of the flexure strength if crystals are grown using EMT HPDAR starting material.
Enhancement in flexure strength up to 24% have shown by the specimens if c axes is
perpendicular to the longest side of the sample ( groups III and IV). The lowest increase in the
flexure strength is obtained for the samples when c axes is parallel to the loading force (group II).
Table 2.
Room temperature flexure strength of sapphire crystals grown by Kyropoulos method
Flexure Strength (MPa) Flexure Strength
Type
Sample Orientation
(Starting Material)
Variation (%)

I

648 +/- 32 (EMT HPDA®)
467 +/- 15 (Verneuil)

39%

II

418 +/- 22 (EMT HPDA®)
370 +/- 10 (Verneuil)

13%

III

426 +/- 38 (EMT HPDA®)
343 +/- 27 (Verneuil)

24%

IV

390 +/- 20 (EMT HPDA®)
315 +/- 20 (Verneuil)

24%

It is well know that hydrogen deteriorates mechanical properties of materials, especially single
crystals reducing its strength [19]. Deterioration of mechanical strength of quartz crystals was
also observed in [26]. Very small amounts of water in the quartz lattice dramatically affect its
mechanical properties. The mechanical strength of “wet" quartz is at least 10 times lower than
that of “dry" quartz. This effect of water on quartz has been called hydrolytic weakening [26]
The effect of water on mechanical properties of sapphire was reported in [27]. The authors
enhanced sapphire samples with water at elevated pressure and temperature and observed
sharp (up to 50%) reduction in strength of sapphire crystals at elevated temperature.
Unfortunately, they used the IR absorption method to determine hydrogen concentration and
reported very insignificant change in hydrogen concentration that probably did not correspond to
actual concentration of water in sapphire crystals. In any case, this significant change in
mechanical properties of the sapphire definitely was attributed to enhanced hydrogen
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concentration.

Conclusion
Systematic study of optical and mechanical properties of sapphire grown by different methods
and utilizing different starting materials was carried out.
It was found that:
Hydrogen concentration in sapphire is much higher than was considered in previous works
where only IR methods were applied. The IR transmission method does not reflect real hydrogen
concentration in sapphire crystals.
It was shown for the first time that NMR method can be successfully used to determine
hydrogen content in sapphire crystals.
It was shown that hydrogen concentration in sapphire crystals grown by Verneuil process and
sapphire crystals grown from Verneuil material as starting material is very high (up to thousands
ppm). The source of high hydrogen concentration is due to the nature of Verneuil process that
involves hydrogen in the technology of producing Verneuil crystals. This hydrogen is not
evaporating in subsequent crystal growth processes regardless of the method to grow sapphire
crystals.
®
®
EMT HPDA starting material and sapphire crystals grown from EMT HPDA starting material
have very low hydrogen concentration when measured by NMR analyses.
®
Sapphire crystals grown from EMT HPDA starting material have much better optical and
mechanical properties compare to the sapphire crystals grown by the same method but using
Verneuil starting material or aluminum oxide.
The only significant difference in impurities concentration in these crystals is hydrogen content
which probably is the reason for the difference in the optical and mechanical properties of
sapphire crystals.
Further investigation is required to determine the mechanisms of hydrogen effect on optical and
mechanical properties of sapphire.
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